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February 17, 1994
Rev. David P. Reid, 55. Cc.
5.5. Peter and Paul church
720 Main Street West
Rochester, New York 14611
Dear Rev. Reid:
Thank you for your letter of February 7th enquiring about how we reconfigured our space.
The first thing I need to say is that the process is on going and that it has been on-going for at least
fifteen years now. Protestant Churches built sixty to one hundred years ago include lots of small
rooms, now essentially useless except for collecting dust Most of our reconfiguration has been
demolition, tearing our walls so that two or three small rooms can become one larger room. The
latest areas of discussion concern how to use our former rectory. and whether the balcony at the rear
of the sanctuary (unused for at least fifty years) can be made into a youth room. We also cleared alit
long unused pews in the rear of our sanctuary so there would be space for meetings, congregational
small social events, and, occasional small theater space.
More important than what was done here was how it was done. The initial priority for the congregation was to make the building accessible to those with physical handicaps. ntis involved
installing an elevator, refurbishing the restrooms, and building a ramp to the sanctuary. At the same
time the congregation made a commitment to be in service to its community. The specific utilizations
and reconfiguration of our property has resulted from that Small rooms became large preschool and
HeadStart classroom, or offices. Our three-quarter size gymnasium was also made into two preschool
class rooms. Out of all that we now have seven large rooms, serving 175 children and their supportive
staff. We have retained use of two medium size rooms, one fairly large hall. and made these available
to our community. 6 A.A,. groups, 3 NA groups, several block clubs, a weekly soup kitchen. regul'lrIy
use these spaces. In addition, we became home for a community arts group which now has classes
most afternoons after school, several evenings, and on Saturdays. Scheduling has become a nightmare.
We have reach the point where we have to turn away neighborhood groups needing one-time or
periodic meeting space because we have none.
The secret was not to have a plan for reconfiguration imposed on a congregation and neighborhood.
but an openness to the community, and a willingness to be a servant in that community. There has
been grief when the unused gym was given up, when unused and needed pews were moved, stored.
and/or sold. Some of the few remaining owners of single family dwellings in this community blame
us (among others) for the decline of east Rogers Park. Their grief is our joy, because this community
has become multi-racial, multi-cultural. and multi-class. The detractors remember the old days, back
in Egypt, when their slavery to racism was unquestioned.
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If there is any advice out of this it would be to initially do a minimum reconfiguring. If your
buildings are not accessible, make them accessible; that is a visible symbol of openness. And then
encourage groups within your neighborhood to meet within your building, whether it has ideal places
for them or not They'll be grateful that someone wants to house them. Out of that, specific ways [0
reconfigure your buildingis will appear.
My clergy friends tell me that 1 am a fossil of the past, believing as 1 do, that the primary task of the
congregation is to be in mission. Evangelism and rebuilding the institution of the Church seems to be
the rage these days. So 1 apologize if none of this has been helpful. United Church has a commitment
to mission. We do not apologize for that commitment
And our experience has been that out of that
commitment, the way to be faithful servants has almost always appeared.
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Kermit Krue~
pastor

